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We prove that the HNN-extension G = (t,K 1 t-‘At=& @) of a finitely generated abelian 
group K is residually solvable. On the other hand, we give necessary conditions for the residual 
nilpotence of HNN-extensions with base group a finitely generated abelian group. In certain 
special cases we give a criterion for the residual nilpotence of these groups. 
Introduction 
There is a characterization for the solvability of HNN-extensions with base group 
a solvable group K (cf. [4, Theorem 41). The group G = (t, K ( t-‘At = B, @) is sol- 
vable if and only if K= A or K= B. If A and B are proper subgroups of K, then, 
for k E K- (A U B) the subgroup (t, k) of G is free of rank 2. So G is not solvable. 
If A = K (or B = K), then the normal closure KG of K in G is solvable. Since the 
quotient G/KG is cyclic, the group G is also solvable. 
In this paper we are concerned with the study of the residual solvability and the 
residual nilpotence of HNN-extensions with base group a finitely generated (f.g.) 
abelian group. We prove that the HNN-extension of an f.g. abelian group is always 
residually solvable (Re) (Theorem 1.1). We do not have a characterization for the 
residual nilpotence of these HNN-extensions. However, in some special cases we 
give a criterion for the residual nilpotence and a necessary condition for some other 
cases. For the nilpotence of these groups we give a characterization (Proposition 
2.5). 
The paper is divided into two parts. In the first part we prove our main theorem 
for the residual solvability of these HNN-extensions and in the second part we deal 
with the residual nilpotence of such groups. 
1. Residually solvable HNN-extensions 
Let K be an f.g. abelian group, A, B subgroups of K, 0 : A + B an isomorphism 
and 
G = (t, K / tr’At = B, @> (*) 
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be the corresponding HNN-extension of K with associated subgroups A and B via 
the isomorphism @. The main theorem of this section is: 
Theorem 1.1. Let K, A, B, @ and G be as in (*), then G is RC~. 
Before giving the proof we shall need some lemmas. 
Lemma 1.2. Let G = (t, K ) t -‘At = B, @> be the HNN-extension of a solvable group 
with associated subgroups A and B. If @ comes from an automorphism of K, then 
Gis R@. 
Proof. Let BEAutK such that Bl,=@ and G*=(T,KI~-‘K~=K,O) be the cor- 
responding HNN-extension. (In fact, G* is a semidirect product of K by (r).) Then 
G * is a factor group of G and the map e : t + t, k + k, k E K defines the natural 
homomorphism from G onto the group G *. Evidently, Ker e fl K = 1, so, from a 
well-known theorem, Ker e is a free group. But G* is solvable and consequently G 
is RG, since the free group Ker @ is RG and the solvability is a root property [3]. 0 
Lemma 1.3. Let K be either a free abelian group of finite rank r(K) = n or a finite 
abelian group. Let A, B be subgroups of K and 0 : A + B an isomorphism. Then 
there exist an abelian group X such that K is a subgroup of X and an automorphism 
0 of X such that B IA =@. 
(For convenience, we use additive notation in the proof of this lemma.) 
Proof. Suppose that K is a free abelian group of finite rank. Let r(A) = r(B) = r, 
rrn=r(K). Let k=(kl,k2 ,..., k,) be an ordered basis of K, a = (a,, . . . , a,.) an 
ordered basis of A and b = a@ = (b,, . . . , b,) an ordered basis of B. Let X=K@Q. 
Then X is a vector space over Q of dimension n. Let A =(a>, I?=(b) be the sub- 
spaces of X spanned by a (=a@l) and b respectively and Ai, B, their linear com- 
plements in X. Then X=A @A, =B@B,. Since r(A,)=r(B,)=n-r, there exists a 
linear automorphism BrzAutQ X such that a, @=a;@ = b,, i= 1, . . . , r and A, t9=B, 
(otherwise arbitrary). But then 0 considered as an automorphism of abelian groups 
is the required one. 0 
If K is a finite abelian group, then Lemma 1.3 reduces to [2, Proposition 31. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. If T is the torsion part of K, then A tl T, B 0 Tare the torsion 
parts of A and B respectively. Furthermore, K= (K/T) x T and A=((AT)/T) X 
(A fl T), B = ((BT)/T) x (B Cl T). The isomorphism @ induces the isomorphisms 
@i : (AT)/T+ (BT)/T with (aT)Q1 =a@T (it is routine to check that @i is an iso- 
morphism) and the restriction @ I,_,, or= & : A n T+ B rl T. For the groups K, = 
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K/T, A, =(AT)/T, B, = (BT)/T and the isomorphism #i, by Lemma 1.3, there 
exist an abelian group Xi such that K1 is a subgroup of Xi and an automorphism 
Oi of Xi such that r9i IA = q9,. For the finite groups T, A2 =A fl T, B, = B fl T and the 
isomorphism @z there exist, by Lemma 1.3, a finite abelian group X, and an auto- 
morphism 8, of Xz such that T is a subgroup of X2 and 8, IA2 = @z. We now set 
X=X1 xX,, 8=(19~,&). Then BEAut(X), K, XT is a subgroup of Xand OIAIXA2= 
(@i,&). So by Lemma 1.2, the HNN-extension G*=(t,X / t-IA, xA2t=B, xB,) 
is R@ and the group G = (t, K 1 t-‘At = B, @> is a subgroup of G* with the obvious 
identifications of K with K1 x T= (K/T) x T of A with Ai x A, = ((AT)/T) x 
(A fl T) and B with B1 x B, = ((BT)/T) x (B n T), namely G is RG and the theorem 
is proved. 0 
2. The residual nilpotence of certain HNN-extensions 
Since every f.g. nilpotent group is residually finite (~3) it follows immediately 
that an f.g. residually nilpotent (R‘S) group is ~8. So to study the residual nilpotence 
of certain HNN-extensions we consider only RS groups. 
Let G = (t, K I tPIAt = B, @> be the HNN-extension of an f.g. abelian group K. A 
characterization for the residual finiteness of the group G is given in [ 11. In the case 
where K= A or K= B, G is ~3. In the case where A zK# B, the group G is RTJ if 
and only if there exists HI, D such that H@ = H. The subgroup D is defined in [l] 
as follows. Let MO = A fl B. We define M, = M&-i fl MO n A4e@ and, inductively, 
Mi+, =M;@-l flMiflMi@. ThenM. I+I 5 Mi for every i and if r(Mi) denotes the free 
rank of Mj, then there must be an integer 13. such that r(MA) = r(M,+,) (the group 
K is f.g.). We set D=iK(MA), the isolated closure of the subgroup A4,, and 
H= n:, pi. It is easy to see that H@= H and H contains every subgroup L of K 
with L@ = L. 
Proposition 2.1. Let G be as in (*). Suppose that G is RR. Then either K= A or 
K=B or lD:HI =p’, pprime. 
Proof. Suppose that A # Kf B. Then the subgroups Al = A fl D, B, = B n D are of 
finite index in D and q&compatible ((A n D)@=Bfl D). So the subgroup Gi = 
(t, D / tP’A, t = B,, @ IAl) of G is RR and without any loss of generality we can sup- 
pose that A and B are subgroups of D of finite index in it. Let ID : A 1 = ID : BI = 
kpq, where p, q are distinct primes and a, b E D such that a $ A, b $ B and ap E A, 
b4E B. Then for the element 1 # [t-la&b] we have [t-‘at, blP= [t-‘aPt,b] = 1 
mod y3(G) and [t-‘at, blq = [t-‘at, bq] = 1 mod y,(G) (we apply successively the 
formula [xy, ~1 = [x, ~1 [x, Z, _Y] [y, z]. So 1 f [t-‘at, bl E y,(G), ((p, q) = 1). Induc- 
tively, we get [t-‘at, b] E y,(G) for every n EN, a contradiction, so ID : Al = ID: BI = 
pP, p prime, FEZ. If Hs,D such that H@=H, then HsAflB=M, and from 
IA:HI=IB:HI we have IA : MO1 = IB : Mol. Suppose that there exists a prime 
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qfp such that q / IA :M,I. Let SEA such that 6@M,=A nB and b4eMo and 
QED with a@A and &‘EA (lD:Al=@). Then, as above, the element l#[fC’at,6] E 
y,(G) for every n~iV. So IA :M,j = IB:k&I =p*. Since, in general, if Hi a,G;, 
then ) nj Gj : n7, Hi) divides nj 1 Gj : Hi 1, we find that 
lMi:Mi+,l = IMj~,~-lr‘lMj~,nMi~,~:Mi~-lnMjnMj~I 
divides lMi_i@-‘:Mi@-‘l IMi-1 :Mil lM;_l~:Mi~l = IM;_i :Mi13. SO, by induc- 
tion, all the indexes IM, :Mj+i/ are powers of p, and so is ID: HI. 0 
Proposition 2.1 gives a necessary, but not a sufficient condition for the residual 
nilpotence of HNN-extensions with base group an f.g. abelian group. 
If K, A, B, @ and G are as in (*) and (a~‘(u@),u~A)=A, then alYn(G) for 
every n and the group G is not R%'. Of course, (a-‘@, a EA) -cA implies BsA and 
because we deal only with RS groups, we have either K =A (K = B) or A = B in case 
A#K#B. In either case, K=A or A=B we define the map f:A-+A with af= 
C’(a@). It is easy to see that f is an endomorphism (A is abelian). We set Al =A, 
A2 = Af = (~‘(a@), a E A) and inductively A n+l=A,f. If Stab@=(aEA:a@=a), 
then evidently Stab C#J = Ker f. Note also that, by induction, A, I y,(G) for all n. 
Proposition 2.2. Suppose that the HNN-extension G = (t, K 1 t-‘At = B, c$> of the 
f.g. abelian group K with K= A or A = B is RR Then if f is the endomorphism 
defined above the only f-invariant subgroup of A is the trivial subgroup. 
Proof. It is easy to see that the intersection L = n;=, Af’ = n;= 1 A,+ I is f- 
invariant, i.e. Lf =L. Moreover, if H is an f-invariant subgroup of A, then HIL, 
since Hf = H. But since G is RY? and A, I y,(G) for every n we get L = 1. 0 
Proposition 2.3. Suppose that K is an (arbitrary) group, A, B subgroups of K, 
c+$ : A + B an isomorphism and H a non-trivial @invariant finite subgroup of K. If 
the group G=(t,K I t-‘At=B,@) is R%, then HflStab@#l. 
Proof. Suppose that Hll Stab q3 = 1. Since H is finite, we have that H= {~-‘(a@), 
a~ H} and H5 n;=, y,(G) = 1, a contradiction. 0 
In the case where K = A, K an f.g. abelian group, we can describe the lower central 
series of G=(t,K j t-‘Kt=B,@) as follows: 
Let f, A, = K, A2=A1 f and inductively A,+1 =A,f be as defined above. If A? 
is the normal closure of A, in G then it is easy to see that G/A: is an abelian 
group, so y,(G) =A:. Since every element g E G is of the form g = t@ kt -I, k E K, 
Q, 13 2 0 and the normal closure KG of K in G is abelian, we conclude that every 
commutator of the form [[k,, t], g], k, E K is a product of conjugate elements of the 
form [[k,, t], t] E A:, k2 E K. So y3(G) = A: and in general y,(G) = AZ. 
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Theorem 2.4. Let G = (t, K 1 tP’At = B, @> be the HNN-extension of an f.g. abelian 
group K, where one of the associated subgroups is the base group K. The group G 
is R% if and only if the only f-invariant subgroup of K is the trivial subgroup. 
Proof. If G is RR, the result follows from Proposition 2.2. 
Suppose that the only f-invariant subgroup of K is trivial, then, as noted in the 
proof of Proposition 2.2, we have that nr=, A, = 1. If gE n;=, y,(G), then g= 
tAht-‘, 220, hEK, therefore h,nz=, A,=1 since AfflK=A, for every n, and 
finally nr=, y,(G) = 1. Cl 
Proposition 2.5. The group G = (t, K 1 tP’At = B, ~$1 is nilpotent if and only if there 
exists n such that fn =O, where 0 is the homomorphism with (x)0 = 1 for every 
x E K. Or, equivalently, G is nilpotent if and only if there exists n such that A, I 
Kerf = Stab @. 
Proof. If A and B are proper subgroups of K, then, for k E K- (A U B) the sub- 
group (t,k) of G is free of rank 2. So we have K=A (or K=B). Then from the 
previous theorem we have that G is nilpotent if and only if there exists n such that 
f”=O. q 
As we can easily see, f” = 0 implies that I$ is onto, so we have that if G = 
(t,K ) t-‘At=B,@) is nilpotent, then A=K=B. 
Theorem 2.6. The HNN-extension G = (t, K / tP’At = A, @> of the f.g. abelian 
group K is ~8 if and only if the torsion part of K/A is a finite p-group, p prime, 
and the only f-invariant subgroup of A is the trivial subgroup. 
Proof. If G is RR, the result follows from Propositions 2.1 and 2.2. 
Conversely, we have that the quotient group G/A = (t) *K/A is a residually finite 
p-group (Corollary of [3, p. 441). Therefore G/A is R% [3, p. 301. If T is the torsion 
part of K, then we can identify K with (K/T) x T and A with (AT/T) x AT where 
A, is the torsion part of A. Since (AT)@ = AT, @ induces an automorphism 
@r : A, = AT/T+ AT/T=A, (aT+ a@T). By Lemma 1.3, there exists an abelian 
group X, and an automorphism qj2 of X2 such that T is a subgroup of X, and 
@2 I+=@. 
We choose a set {k,, . . . . k,} of free generators of K, =K/T such that the sub- 
groupA,=AT/TisoftheformA,=(k[“‘,...,k~”’) wherersn, ul~v2~~~~~v,>0. 
Since @r is an automorphism of Al, there exists an r x r matrix @ with entries in 2 
and )@)=-+l such that ((k~“‘,...,k,P”‘)@)=A1. Let X,=(x,,...,x,.) be a free 
abelian group of rank r. Then the group K, = (k,, . . . , k,) is embedded in X, via the 
monomorphism kj --f x, ‘l, ~i=polP*‘, i=l , . . . , r. Let 8r be the automorphism of X1 
defined by (x,, . . . ,x,) --t (xr, . . . , x,)@. Now, if Al is considered as a subgroup of 
Xr, then o1 IA, =ol. 
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Let f* be the endomorphism of X1 defined by (Xi)f*=Xi' (Xi81), thenf* iA, =f 
where f is the endomorphism of A, defined as above by (a)f = ~-‘(a@~), a EAT. 
Suppose that H is an f *-invariant subgroup of X, , then also H” is f *-invariant for 
every u EZ+. But A, is of finite index in X,, so there exists n =p” such that H”I 
A, and H” is f-invariant, a contradiction, since the only f-invariant subgroup of A 
is trivial. Similarly, the group X, has no non trivial f *-invariant subgroup. (Here, 
the f * endomorphism of X, is defined in the same manner, (x)f *=x-‘(xc&), 
XEX,.) We define the HNN-extension G* = (7,X 1 rY'Xs=X,@*), where X= 
X,xLxX,, L = (k,, ,,..., k,), @* = (19,, I , &), then the map 8: G+ G* which 
sends t to 7 and every element of K= K, x L x T into X = Xr x L X T by the a part 
embeddings is a homomorphism, since 0, IA = & and Q2 IA = @, and Ker 6’n K= 1. 
The group G * is R'S! by Proposition 2.4. So if 1 zg EA then 1 #gO E G * and finally 
Gis R%. 0 
Corollary 2.7. Thegroup G=(t,a, ,..., a,, 1 tP’a~t=a,~‘, i-l,2 ,..., r, rln, [ai,aj]= 
l,i#j)is~~ifandonfyifeitherr=n,k,=l,m~#2(orm~=l,k~~2),i=l,2,...,n 
or IkiI=lmil=pDz, i-l,2 ,..., r, pprime. 0 
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